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Facebook Firing Case Resolved Prior to NLRB Hearing:

Will the NLRB Be Knocking at Your Door Next?
The media has been all "a-Twitter" about the case of Dawnmarie Souza, allegedly fired by her
employer, American Medical Response of Connecticut, Inc. (AMR), because she posted negative
comments about her boss on her Facebook page. Last fall, the National Labor Relations Board's
(NLRB) Regional Office in Hartford had issued an unfair labor practice charge claiming that Ms.
Souza's discharge violated the National Labor Relations Act because she was engaged in
protected activity when she posted disparaging comments about her supervisor on Facebook and
that AMR's social media policy was illegal. The parties reached a settlement on February 7,
2011, requiring AMR to change its work rules regarding blogging, Internet posting, and
communications between employees. AMR also agreed that it would not deny employee
requests for union representation nor threaten employees who request union representation with
discipline. Although this settlement forecloses the possibility of any concrete guidance regarding
the Board's developing approach to social media cases, the case provides notice to employers—
unionized and non-unionized—that the National Labor Relations Board is paying attention to
workplace rules involving media of all types.
To that end, earlier this month another NLRB charge was filed against a Connecticut employer,
alleging that the company violated the National Labor Relations Act by "maintaining" a policy
against "[t]he use of electronic communication and/or social media in a manner that might target,
offend, disparage, or harm customers, passengers or employees; or in a manner that might
violate any other company policy." This pending case will hopefully shed more light on how the
NLRB interprets electronic communication, including social media policies.
In the age of social media, a social networking policy may be an essential part of an employee
handbook. Social networking policies are not "one size fits all" and in any event should be crafted
to match the employer's business needs, priorities, and expectations. The National Labor
Relations Act protects both union and non-union employees from adverse employer action when
coworkers are engaged in concerted protected activity. Therefore, both union and non-union
employers might want to review their social networking policies to ensure that they are not overly
broad and do not improperly restrict employees from engaging in protected concerted activity.
This may include discussing their wages, hours, working conditions, and other terms of
employment with coworkers. Employers that require the use of social media for business
development or other purposes may wish to consider specifically addressing how employees are
permitted to use social media when representing the company.
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